
BOND WITH YOUR TREE













SENSITIVITY
Our relationship to nature does not depend on our knowledge but 

on how we can experience nature, if we like to go there, and 
whether it has any special meaning for us.

RELATIONSHIP TO NATURE



PERCEPTION THROUGH THE SENSES

We perceive and feel primarily through our 
senses and their combination, i.e. sight, hearing, 
smell, taste and, last but not least, touch.



NATURE GUIDE

A parent or grandparent, a teacher, a tutor, a guide, a club leader, an older friend 
or group of friends... without them it is hard to find a relationship with nature.
The guide must love nature and be authentic.



MAKE NATURE ATTRACTIVE

Show nature as an adventurous, unique place full 
of experiences. Make it beautiful, wild, unique, 
and full of stories.



KNOWLEDGE IS NOT ENOUGH 
TO BUILD A RELATIONSHIP

Don't combine nature sensitivity activities with 
exploring or learning about nature. Go to nature 
once to enjoy it, sometimes to learn about it.



SHOW THE KIND FACE 
OF NATURE

Get wet, get cold, be hungry or get 
lost when it's a challenge and an 
adventure. Keep newcomers 
warm and dry.



Even the closest 
nature is beautiful.

ENJOY MINOR 
DETAILS



FIND WILDERNESS The more natural the space is the 
more attractive it is. Look for 
impenetrable forests, untamed 
streams and wild jungles instead 
of a park with an English lawn.



STOP AND 
BE STILL

The slower you move the better. You will definitely see and feel nature more on 
foot than on a bike, more when standing than running, and more in peace than 
in a hurry...
And definitely more alone than in a crowd.



WITH NATURE ALONE

Our relationship with nature is 
very personal and intimate. We all 
have our own way of connecting 
to nature. Find a quiet place and 
listen or meditate.



TREES I: Encourage children to build up 
their sensitivity to trees and develop 

a close relationship with them.









Hello Tree

Walk through familiar places with a 
different kind of focus, estimate how old
the trees are and what they experienced



Focus your attention to the trees, greet them, 
talk about their age, name,  etc



TREE ISLANDS

Children will notice and appreciate the
different sizes and shapes of the tree crowns



Specify the type of island
(deciduous, under shrubs, 
visible roots, large leaves, 
etc.)

Different environments

Variation: 



MY LIFE AS A TREE

Children will experience the life of a tree through a short
story and use their bodies to dramatise it



Germination… seedling… tree



MY LIFE AS A TREETREE READING

How different is a reading workshop under the trees?



MY LIFE AS A TREEMY NEIGHBOUR THE TREE

Examine a tree with all the senses except
the most important one



Be attentive to the needs of
others in the role of a guide



EYES AND YEARS 
AMIDST THE TREES

Discover the wide range of sounds, 
shapes and colours around trees



Draw a map of sounds and colours



FRAGRANCE 
AMONG THE TREES

What does a tree smell like? 

What scents are un/pleasant?



Create and name your tree perfume





A PICNIC AMONG 
THE TREES

Develop the ability to look
for pleasant and soothing
places in nature



Enjoy the moment, make 
shared food a ritual



TREE HUG

Use the special Treehuggers’ method 
to estimate whether trees in your
locality are similarly aged or of
different ages





HAPPINESS IN A 
PILE OF LEAVES

Let children frolick in leaves and 
discover the importance of fallen leaves 
for small animalsand the soil





STORIES FROM THE BRANCHES

How would I see the tree if I were a 
mouse/bird/lichen/leaf/rain… etc?



Learning to see 
familiar places 
through different 
eyes teaches 
mindfulness, 
empathy and 
respect for the 
needs of others



SILENCE UNDER A TREE

Nature means something different for each of us and the best way to 
find out is to spend there some time completely alone and in silence





TREES II: experience trees and the forest 
as an inspiring place that boosts creativity.





LEAF SUNCATCHERS



TREE PUPPETS





SOIL TREE 
PICTURES



TREE FACES



TREE PUPPETS



TREE PATTERNS



TREE MODEL



TREE 
DREAMCATCHER





TREE AMULET





TREE DEN



TREE WORLDS





JUNGLE JOURNEY





TREE IMPRESSIONS







Nature is the best playground and 
classroom!



INSPIRATION OUTDOORS



lessonsingrass.com, team@lessonsingrass.com

www.LESSONSinGRASS.com





facebook.com/Lessons.in.grass



instagram.com/lessons_in_grass/



lessonsingrass.com
team@lessonsingrass.com

https://lessonsingrass.com/
mailto:team@lessonsingrass.com

